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								We Are South

								USA is a community of leaders and learners who support and challenge one another through academic experiences, research and service that advance the Gulf Coast region and the world. South encourages creativity and discovery by linking experiential learning to real-world applications.
								Read more
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								We Are Success

								South is a place where students discover and strengthen their passions, find their career paths, and form connections that result in lifelong relationships. At South, we look at the world and see things that we have the power to change, affect and shape — together. So that’s exactly what we do, every single day.
								Read more.
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								We Are Community

								College is an exciting time for you and your student, and we want to help you navigate through making your decision and finding resources for your student. Our website offers connections to assist you with admissions and financial aid, directions and scheduling a visit, and housing and dining options.
								Read more.
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								We Are Spirit

								The USA National Alumni Association connects Jaguar alumni across the world. The Association serves USA alumni by providing leadership opportunities, philanthropy, career services, chapter events and more. Stay connected to your University by joining the Alumni Association today. 
								Read more.
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								We Are Scholars

								A South education allows students to explore and develop interests that build the foundation of lifelong career paths. Our faculty are dedicated to helping students reach their maximum potential. And with more than 100 undergraduate and graduate degree programs, South provides plenty of avenues for discovery.
								Read more.
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								We Are Innovators

								USA researchers are problem-solvers and pioneers, and our faculty often collaborate across disciplines. The outcomes are high-quality scholarship, global partnerships, new information and opportunities, the transformation of traditional disciplines, and innovations that benefit society.
								Read more.
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								We Are One Team

								South’s student-athletes compete in 17 NCAA Division I sports, demonstrating excellence on the field and in the classroom. The Jaguars are a charter member of the Sun Belt Conference, and our alumni have gone on to notable professional careers in baseball, basketball, golf and football.
								Read more.
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                     The University of South Alabama offers a Bachelor of Science in Geology that prepares
                        students to enter the scientific workforce or continue studies in graduate school.
                        Students who major in geology receive extensive hands-on training through multiple
                        field trips and research opportunities conducted in diverse geological regions, including
                        Alabama, Texas and New Mexico. Students can also choose to minor in Geology. 

                     
                     Geology students study the Earth’s physical, chemical, and biological features and
                        evolution over a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. Geology course sizes at
                        South are small, which allows faculty to provide individualized attention. Students
                        are mentored by experienced faculty advisors and receive personalized advice on seeking
                        geology careers or pursuing graduate research opportunities following graduation. 

                     
                      

                     
                     
                        
                        
                           Major in Geology

                              

                              Choose to major in geology at South. Take part in research with geology faculty in
                                 some of the world's most spectacular modern depositional environments, including Dauphin
                                 Island, the Mobile-Tensaw Delta and Mobile Bay.


                           

                        
                        
                           Minors in Geology

                              

                              Students in other disciplines can choose to minor in geology. South also offers a
                                 minor and certificate in Geographic Information Science and Technology that can be
                                 obtained simultaneously for students majoring in geology.


                           

                        
                        
                           Stay Involved

                              

                              The geology program maintains three active student organizations that promote service,
                                 professionalism and academic success. These activities offer networking opportunities
                                 and experiences valuable to a career in geology.


                           

                        

                     
                      

                     
                     
                         ▼   Careers in Geology
                              
                                 
                                 The Bachelor of Science in Geology at South prepares students to enter the scientific
                                    workforce. 

                                 
                                 Geologists work in the following fields: 

                                 
                                 	mining and mineral exploration
	petroleum exploration
	engineering geology
	environmental geology
	research and academia
	hydrology
	volcanology
	seismology
	planetary geology
	paleontology
	remote sensing and geographic information systems
	teaching
	landfill design
	military planning
	urban planning
	hazards mitigation
	police and legal work
	state and federal government


                                 
                                 Students in the geology program at South are mentored by experienced faculty advisors
                                    and receive personalized advice on seeking geology careers or pursuing graduate research
                                    opportunities following graduation. South maintains close contact with alumni who
                                    are currently employed as geologists in the mining, petroleum, environmental, water
                                    supply and research fields.

                                 
                                 For more information on potential careers in geology, please visit the following websites:

                                 
                                 	Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
	Geology and Earth Science Jobs (geology.com)
	Geoscience Workforce (American Geosciences Institute)
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                                 Stay connected and follow our department news and events.

                                 


                           

                        
                        
                           Contact Us

                              

                              
                                 
                                 We are here to answer all your questions, big or small.

                                 


                           

                        
                        
                           Financial Aid

                              

                              
                                 
                                 Learn more about scholarships and financial assistance.

                                 


                           

                        
                        
                           Campus Tour

                              

                              
                                 
                                 Visit campus through South's online and in-person tour options.
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